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Abstract

Comprehending an article requires understand-001
ing its constituent events. However, the context002
where an event is mentioned often lacks the de-003
tails of this event. A question arises: how can004
the reader obtain more knowledge about this005
particular event in addition to what is provided006
by the local context in the article?007

This work defines Event Linking, a new natural008
language understanding task at the event level.009
Event linking tries to link an event mention010
appearing in an article to the most appropri-011
ate Wikipedia page. This page is expected to012
provide rich knowledge about what the event013
mention refers to. To standardize the research014
in this new direction, we first formally de-015
fine Event Linking task. Second, we collect016
a dataset for this new task. Specifically, we au-017
tomatically gather training set from Wikipedia,018
and then create two evaluation sets: one from019
the Wikipedia domain, reporting the in-domain020
performance, and a second from the real-world021
news domain, to evaluate out-of-domain per-022
formance. Third, we propose EVELINK, the023
first-ever event linking system. Overall, as our024
analysis shows, Event Linking is a considerably025
challenging task requiring more effort from the026
community. Data and code will be publicly027
released.028

1 Introduction029

Grounding is a process of disambiguation and030

knowledge acquisition, and is an important task031

for natural language understanding. Entity linking,032

grounding entity mentions to a knowledge base033

(usually Wikipedia) (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Mi-034

halcea and Csomai, 2007; Ratinov et al., 2011;035

Gupta et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2020), has been shown036

important in natural language understanding tasks,037

such as question answering (Yih et al., 2015). De-038

spite the significant progress brought by entity link-039

ing, our following analysis will show that ground-040

ing entities may not provide enough background041

Two homemade
pressure cooker
bombs detonated in
Boston, killing 3
people and
injuring hundreds
of others. The
police released
the images of two
suspects.

Boston

Boston, officially the City of Boston,
is the capital and most populous
city of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in the United States
......

Boston Marathon Bombing

The Boston Marathon bombing was
a domestic terrorist attack that took
place during the annual Boston
Marathon on April 15, 2013. 
......

WikipediaLocal context

Figure 1: Examples of Event linking and Entity linking.
The left side is the local context, and the right side con-
tains Wikipedia pages. Entity linking model connects
the entity “Boston” to the Wikipedia page “Boston”,
while event linking model links the event “detonated”
to the Wikipedia page “Boston Marathon Bombing”,
which is more relevant to the local context.

knowledge that is often needed to support text un- 042

derstanding. Consider the example, Figure 1; an 043

entity linking model will link the entity “Boston” 044

to the Wikipedia page “Boston” which introduces 045

the history and culture of the city Boston. The in- 046

formation we can get from the page “Boston” is 047

irrelevant to the local context. To really help un- 048

derstand this sentence, we need to link the event 049

centered by the verb “detonated” to the Wikipedia 050

page “Boston Marathon Bombing”. We call this 051

process that grounds events Event Linking. 052

In this paper, we formulate this Event Link- 053

ing task for the first time and carefully design 054

a benchmark dataset for this task. We automati- 055

cally collect training data from the hyperlinks in 056

Wikipedia, and create two evaluation sets to evalu- 057

ate both in-domain and out-of-domain performance. 058

For in-domain evaluation, the test data is also from 059

hyperlinks in Wikipedia. To avoid models from 060

overfitting, the test data is balanced with hard cases 061

and easy cases determined by whether the event is 062

seen in the training and by the similarity between 063

the surface forms of event mentions and Wikipedia 064
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titles. For out-of-domain evaluation, we annotate065

real-world news articles across 20 years collected066

from New York Times. Considering the sparsity067

of events existed in Wikipedia, we also add “Nil”068

annotation to the test data, indicating that those069

events do not exist in Wikipedia, therefore, the070

model needs to tag them as “Nil”.071

Technically, we come up with an event linking072

model EVELINK that consists of two steps. The073

first step “candidate generation” uses a bi-encoder074

to narrow down the candidate space efficiently; the075

second step “candidate ranking” uses a more ad-076

vanced cross-encoder to derive the matching degree077

between an event mention and a Wikipedia title.078

Both steps rely on a novel representation learning079

approach, which is our main technical contribu-080

tion, for event mentions as well as Wikipedia titles.081

EVELINK achieves strong performance on seen082

events and easy cases in test data, and shows the083

difficulties of grounding unseen events and hard084

cases. We conduct a detailed analysis to better085

understand the task as well as the new model.086

To conclude, our contributions are three-fold:087

(i) We formulate the task Event Linking. (ii) We088

collect training data for this task, and design both089

in-domain and out-of-domain test data, with a bal-090

anced ratio of hard cases and easy cases to ensure091

the quality of the dataset. (iii) Our proposed ap-092

proach EVELINK shows promising performance093

in experiments, and our in-depth analysis provides094

a better understanding of this new problem, the095

dataset, and the new approach.096

2 Grounding Events in Wikipedia097

Given an article (from news for example) and an098

event mention m in it, event linking tries to find a099

title t, from all the Wikipedia titles, to provide the100

best explanation of m. A correct title is defined as101

follows: as long as a Wikipedia page is about this102

event, or any subsection of the page introduces this103

event, we regard its title as the correct one.104

We note that the term “event linking” has been105

used in the literature, e.g., (Nothman et al., 2012;106

Krause et al., 2016). However, these works are107

essentially performing cross-document event coref-108

erence: determine if a given event mention refers109

to another event mention (in the same or another110

document). We, on the other hand, link an event111

mention to a Wikipedia concept with a different pur-112

pose: acquiring external knowledge about the event113

which is often beyond what we can obtain from the114

Part of the
Manhattan Bridge
will be closed so
that its roadway
can be rebuilt.

Manhattan Bridge

The Manhattan Bridge is a
suspension bridge that crosses the
East River in New York City,
......

Reconstruction
...... The Brooklyn-bound roadway
on the upper level was closed from
1993 to 1996 so that side of the
bridge could be repaired. 
......

WikipediaLocal context

Figure 2: Example of event mentions that only exist
in the subsection of a Wikipedia page. The event “re-
built” of the bridge does not have its own page, but is
mentioned in the subsection of the page “Manhattan
Bridge”.

local context. Our definition of event linking can 115

not only improve the understanding of the article, 116

but also pave the way for the intensively-studied 117

event coreference and other relation identification 118

problems studied in works on events. 119

Event Linking vs. Entity Linking Relatedness: 120

(i) They both link an object (event/entity) from 121

an article to Wikipedia; (ii) Some events, such 122

as “World War II”, are entities; in this case, two 123

tasks are the same. Distinctions: (i) Entities are 124

mostly consecutive text spans. Events, in contrast, 125

are more structured objects, consisting of a trigger 126

and a couple of arguments. Since arguments are 127

mostly entities, events generally contain entities 128

as the components. More complex structures in 129

events make event linking more challenging; (ii) 130

Except for some events that are also entities, gener- 131

ally speaking, events are information units of larger 132

granularity. A better comprehension of events, such 133

as through linking to Wikipedia, is expected to fa- 134

cilitate the text understanding more. (iii) Unlike 135

entities with a large coverage in Wikipedia, many 136

events do not have a record in Wikipedia. Consid- 137

ering the sparsity, we require models to tag event 138

mentions that do not exist in Wikipedia as “Nil”. 139

Challenges specific to Event Linking. (i) The 140

correct title for some event mentions may not be 141

unique. The same event could be introduced in sev- 142

eral pages. For example, “Invasion of Poland” and 143

“Occupation of Poland (1939–1945)” both intro- 144

duce the event that German Army invaded Poland 145

in 1939. How to decide the ground truth set and 146

how to evaluate in this situation are not trivial. 147

(ii) Events may only exist in the subsection of 148
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Tom Brady was
drafted 199th
overall by the
Patriots.

Tom Brady

...... After playing college football at
Michigan, Brady was selected 199th
overall by the Patriots in the sixth
round of the 2000 NFL Draft, ...... 

2000 NFL Draft

The 2000 NFL Draft was the procedure
by which National Football League teams
selected amateur U.S. college football
players. It is officially known as the NFL
Annual Player Selection Meeting.  

National Football League Draft

The National Football League Draft, also
called the NFL Draft or (officially) the
Player Selection Meeting, is an annual
event which serves as the league's most
common source of player recruitment. ......

WikipediaLocal context

Annotator

S
u
b
e
v
e
n
t

Wiki Hyperlink

Figure 3: Example of hierarchical events. Event “draft”
of Tom Brady is mentioned in the page “Tom Brady”,
and is also a sub-event of “2000 NFL Draft”, which is
again a sub-event of “National Football League Draft”.

the Wikipedia page. Only a limited number of149

famous events have their own pages, while many150

other relatively infamous events only exist in the151

subsection of some pages. Considering the exam-152

ple in Figure 2, the event “rebuilt” of the Manhattan153

Bridge does not have its own Wikipedia page, but154

it is mentioned in the subsection “Reconstruction”155

of the page “Manhattan Bridge”. Linking these156

events requires a model to understand the whole157

page instead of just encoding the first paragraph.158

(iii) Events have a hierarchical structure. Events159

at larger granularity consist of many sub-events,160

and these sub-events may have their own Wikipedia161

pages, or just be mentioned in the pages of the162

large events. Ideally, the model should always link163

the event mention to the most appropriate page.164

If the sub-event page exists, then link to the sub-165

event page. Otherwise, link to the page of the166

large event. However, the term “appropriate” here167

could be unclear because of the event hierarchy. As168

Figure 3 shows, the Wikipedia page “Tom Brady”169

is most specific to the event “drafted”. On the170

other hand, draft of “Tom Brady” is a sub-event171

of “2000 NFL Draft”, which is further a sub-event172

of “National Football League Draft”. Annotators173

prefer to link this event to “Tom Brady”, while174

Wikipedia hyperlinks link the event to “National175

Football League Draft”. The hierarchy of events176

makes the standard of the correct title inconsistent.177

Evaluation of Event Linking. For any event178

mention, a system is expected to label it with the179

correct Wikipedia page or a “Nil” tag. Accuracy is180

adopted as the official evaluation metric. 181

3 Data Construction 182

We collect training data and in-domain test data 183

from Wikipedia automatically, and manually an- 184

notate an evaluation set in the news domain for 185

out-of-domain evaluation purpose. 186

3.1 Wikipedia 187

We first collect all hyperlinks (hypertext, title) 188

in Wikipedia text, which links a hypertext to a 189

Wikipedia title. Then, we map the FreeBase type 190

of Wikipedia titles to FIGER types (Ling and Weld, 191

2012), and all titles with a type “Event” are re- 192

garded as event titles. All the hypertexts linked to 193

these event titles are regarded as event mentions. 194

Because same event mentions in one Wikipedia 195

page are hyperlinked only once, and editors tend 196

to hyperlink more nominal mentions than verb 197

mentions, verb mentions are highly limited in 198

Wikipedia. To balance the size of verbs and nomi- 199

nals, we use SpaCy Part-of-Speech model1 to keep 200

all verb mentions, and sample the same size of 201

nominals. To prevent models from overfitting, we 202

design hard and easy cases for verbs and nominals: 203

Verbs: We classify each verb mention mainly by 204

whether the surface form (S) of the verb is seen in 205

training data, and whether the gold event title (T) 206

is seen in training data. If both S and T are seen in 207

training data, we call it Seen Event. If T is seen 208

in training data, but S is new, we call it Unseen 209

Form. If T is never seen in training data, we call it 210

Unseen Event. Under this setting, “Seen Event" is 211

regarded as easy cases, and the other two are hard 212

cases. Because of the limited size of verb mentions, 213

all the event titles with fewer than or equal to 5 214

verb mentions are used as “Unseen Event". 215

Nominals: We classify each nominal mention 216

mainly by its surface form similarity to the gold 217

title. We calculate the Jaccard similarity between 218

the nominal mention and the gold title by taking 219

3 grams of the surface form. If the similarity is 220

lower than 0.1, we think it is a hard nominal; 221

otherwise, it is an easy nominal. Then we sample 222

same numbers of hard and easy cases. 223

3.2 New York Times 224

We sample 2,500 lead paragraphs from The New 225

York Times Annotated Corpus (Sandhaus, 2008), 226

1https://spacy.io/usage/
linguistic-features#pos-tagging
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Event mention in local context Wikipedia title

Wiki

At the start of the wartime 1940s , he had four releases. World War II
Henry Louis Gates, a black Harvard University professor who

Henry Louis Gates arrest controversywas arrested after police mistakenly thought he was breaking into
his own home in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Ibrox hosted four Scotland games in the first phase, starting with a 1994 FIFA World Cup qualification1994 World Cup qualifier against Portugal in October 1992.

NYT

The move is in retaliation for efforts by China to get around China–United States trade warAmerican limits on imports by shipping goods through other nations
A man who killed his former wife, a bartender and a cook in 1984 Godinez v. Moranwas executed by injection early today.
A 45-year-old fashion photographer was shot and killed in his West NilVillage apartment yesterday morning, the police said.

Table 1: Data examples. The upper part is data collected from Wikipedia hyperlinks. The lower part is annotated
New York Times (NYT) paragraphs. Event mentions are highlighted in red.

Train Dev Test
Wiki Wiki Wiki NYT

Verb 33,213 8,346 9,633 1,319
Seen Event - 1,814 2,913 0
Unseen Form - 2,585 3,828 75
Unseen Event - 3,947 2,892 435
Nil - - - 809

Nominal 33,213 8,346 9,633 443
Hard - 4173 4817 244
Easy - 4173 4817 15
Nil - - - 184

Total 66,426 16,692 19,266 1,762

Table 2: Wikipedia and New York Times (NYT) data
statistics. NYT is only for testing.

which contains New York Times articles from 1987227

to 2006. We first use an off-the-shelf verb and228

nominal SRL model2 to extract event mention can-229

didates, and then we use Amazon Mechanical Turk230

to annotate the corresponding Wikipedia title of231

the predicted mention candidates. To ensure the232

quality of the annotation, we design our annotation233

process in two rounds:234

First round. Annotators need to answer whether235

they think the predicted mention is an event or236

not. If they think it is an event, then they need to237

find the corresponding Wikipedia title, otherwise238

submit “Nil”. Each mention is annotated by three239

annotators. If all of them submit “Nil”, we include240

this event mention as a “Nil” example in the fi-241

nal test data. To prevent annotators from simply242

submitting “Nil”, 10% of the event mentions are243

the relatively easy cases from the Wiki data and244

we know their answers. We randomly insert them245

into the input data for AMturk (i.e., annotators are246

unaware of that) to evaluate the accuracy of the an-247

2https://cogcomp.seas.upenn.edu/page/
demo_view/SRLEnglish

notator. Only the annotation from annotators with 248

an accuracy higher than 90% will be accepted. 249

Second round. This round verifies the annotated 250

results in the first round. Each mention with the 251

annotated title is verified by another three annota- 252

tors, and they need to read the page, and figure out 253

whether it introduces the mention. If the majority 254

vote for “yes”, we include it in the final test data. 255

Table 1 lists some data examples, and Table 2 256

shows detailed statistics. 257

3.3 Domain Analysis 258

Event linking in the news domain is more challeng- 259

ing than that in the Wikipedia domain because of 260

the following reasons: 261

(i) News articles describe an event at a differ- 262

ent granularity as how Wikipedia does, usually 263

with more details. For example, here is a piece 264

of news about “Iraq_War”: "A contractor working 265

for the American firm Kellogg Brown & Root was 266

wounded in a mortar attack in Baghdad." The event 267

“wounded” here is a very small event in Iraq War, 268

but it is what daily news would report. On the other 269

hand, the event mention that links to “Iraq_War” in 270

Wikipedia domain is: "When touring in Europe, the 271

US went to war in Iraq." The different granularity 272

in representing events makes the task slightly dif- 273

ferent in two domains. Event linking in Wikipedia 274

domain is more like event coreference, while event 275

linking in news domain is mixed with more sub- 276

event relation extraction. 277

(ii) As analyzed in Section 2, event linking is 278

challenging because some event mentions may only 279

exist in the subsection of the correct page, and the 280

correct title is not consistent because of the event 281

hierarchy. However, these problems mainly hap- 282

pen in the news domain. First of all, the Wikipedia 283
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hyperlinked mentions usually have their own pages284

instead of just existing in subsections. In news285

domain, we annotate events that only exist in sub-286

sections of a Wikipedia page. Second, in Wikipedia287

domain, the gold title of same event mentions is288

usually consistent. For example, all of the event289

mentions “drafted” of football players link to “Na-290

tional Football League Draft” instead of the page291

of the specific player. However, the annotation292

standard of NYT is not always consistent with293

Wikipedia hyperlinks. For example, annotators294

would link event mentions about sports player draft295

to the page of the specific player instead of the296

general concept page “National Football League297

Draft”. These problems make data annotation and298

model evaluation in news domain very challenging.299

Because of the reasons claimed above, we think300

that, for some cases in news domain, the correct301

answer is multiple titles instead of just one title.302

Ranking the annotated title to the second place303

may be because the top one is also correct. To304

relax the evaluation metric here, for news domain,305

we also report the number of Accuracy@5, which306

means that if the annotated title is ranked in the top307

5 candidates, we think it is correct.308

4 Model309

In this section, we propose EVELINK as the first310

event linking model. We first introduce the rep-311

resentation of event mentions and event titles in312

Section 4.1, and then introduce the model architec-313

ture in Section 4.2.314

4.1 Event Representation315

A key difference between entity and event is that316

the context of an entity is more diverse than the317

context of an event. For example, when the entity318

“China” is mentioned in a sentence, it is unclear319

what entities or what events probably would also320

be mentioned together. However, if a verb like321

“invade” is used to represent the event “Battle of322

France” in a sentence, it is very likely that entities323

like “Germany”, “Italy” and “France” will also be324

mentioned. This shows that an event is defined by325

its arguments, and these arguments, with a large326

chance, will also be mentioned in the local context327

because the verb itself cannot refer to any event.328

Given this observation, we think that the entities329

in the local context of the event mention should330

overlap with the entities in the correct Wikipedia331

page, and these entities can be used to help the332

model better represent events. 333

334

Event mentions: To represent event men- 335

tions in local context, we first use an off-the-shelf 336

Named Entity Recognition model 3 trained on 337

18-type OntoNotes dataset (Weischedel et al., 338

2013) to extract the entities around the event. 339

We simply define the context window by 500 340

characters around the event mention. After 341

predicting all the entities ei with their type ti, we 342

represent the event mentions by: 343

r1 = [CLS] ctxtl [Ms] m [Me] ctxtr (1) 344

r2 = [t1s ] e1 [t1e ] · · · [tns ] en [tne ] (2) 345

rm = r1 [SEP] r2 [SEP] (3) 346

where m, ctxtl, ctxtr, ei are tokens of event 347

mention, the context on the left of the mention, the 348

context on the right of the mention and predicted 349

entities. [Ms] and [Me] are special tokens to tag 350

the start and end of the event mention. [tis ] and 351

[tie ] are special tokens to tag the start and end 352

of the entity whose type is ti. rm is the final 353

representation of event mentions. 354

355

Title: To represent Wikipedia titles, since 356

important entities are already hyperlinked in the 357

page contents, we take the first ten hyperlinked 358

spans as entities, and represent the title by: 359

r3 = [CLS] title [TITLE] description (4) 360

r4 = h1 [SEP] h2 [SEP] · · · [SEP] hn (5) 361

rt = r3 [SEP] r4 [SEP] (6) 362

where title, hi and description are tokens of the 363

title, hyperlinked spans, and the content of the 364

Wikipedia page. We simply take the first 2, 000 365

characters as the description. [TITLE] is the spe- 366

cial token to separate the title and the description. 367

rt is the final representation of Wikipedia titles. 368

4.2 Model Architecture 369

Similar to Wu et al. (2020), we first use an bi- 370

encoder architecture to efficiently generate candi- 371

dates, and use a cross-encoder architecture, which 372

requires more computations, to rank the candidates. 373

Candidate Generation We use an bi-encoder ar- 374

chitecture to train the candidate generation model. 375

We use two independent BERT transformers (De- 376

vlin et al., 2019) to encode the representation of 377

3https://cogcomp.seas.upenn.edu/page/
demo_view/NEREnglish
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Models Verb Nominal Verb + Nominal
Seen Unseen Form Unseen Overall Hard Easy Overall

BLINK-Entity 88.91 69.64 62.31 73.37 67.93 95.20 81.57 77.42
BLINK-Event 80.88 85.84 84.54 83.95 79.39 89.10 84.24 84.10

EVELINK 93.99 92.74 93.91 93.47 89.79 95.52 92.65 93.06

Table 3: Recall on Wikipedia Test. “Seen” means both the surface forms of the mention and the gold title are seen
in training. “Unseen Form” means the surface form of the mention is new, but the gold title is seen in training.
“Unseen” means that the gold title is unseen in training. BLINK-Entity is the original BLINK model trained on
entity linking dataset. BLINK-Event is trained on the new event linking dataset. More details in Section 5

Models Verb Nominal Verb + Nominal
Seen Unseen Form Unseen Overall Hard Easy Overall

BLINK-Entity 64.13 48.56 45.92 52.48 46.79 88.27 67.53 60.00
BLINK-Event 77.72 69.78 62.72 70.06 62.59 82.29 72.44 71.25

EVELINK 91.11 79.60 77.87 82.56 75.57 89.60 82.58 82.57

Table 4: Accuracy on Wikipedia Test.

event mentions rm and Wikipedia titles rt, and use378

the output of the two [CLS] tokens in rm and rt as379

the event mention vector vm and the title vector vt.380

Then, we maximize the dot product between the381

vectors of event mentions vm and the correct title382

vt in a batch with randomly selected negatives. At383

inference time, representations of all the titles are384

cached, and for each event mention, we calculate385

the dot products between its representation and the386

representation of all the titles, and titles with higher387

scores will become candidates.388

Candidate Ranking For each event mention, we389

take 30 candidates from the candidate generation390

model as the training data for the ranking model,391

and use a cross-encoder architecture to train the392

candidate ranking model. We concatenate the rep-393

resentation of event mentions rm and titles rt, use394

one BERT transformer to encode the concatenated395

representation, and use the output of the [CLS] to-396

ken as the final vector v.Then we maximize the397

dot product between the vector v of the concate-398

nated representation with the correct title and an399

additional linear layer W from other 29 candidates.400

5 Experiments401

We report the in-domain performance on Wikipedia402

test set in 5.1 and the out-of-domain performance403

on news data in 5.2, and conduct an analysis in 5.3.404

Implementation details are in Appendix A.405

Baselines Since there is no existing event linking406

system, we have to compare with previous entity407

linking systems. In this paper, we mainly compare408

our system with one of the SOTA entity linking 409

model BLINK (Wu et al., 2020). To make a fair 410

comparison, BLINK has the following two setups: 411

BLINK-Entity: Since a large portion of event 412

mentions are nominals, which is also a kind of 413

entity, it would be interesting to see how a SOTA 414

entity linking system performs for event linking. 415

Therefore, we test the BLINK pretrained specific to 416

entity linking in (Wu et al., 2020) directly. Please 417

note that the size of entity linking training data is 9 418

million, which is much larger than the size of event 419

linking training data 66k. 420

BLINK-Event: It adopts the same algorithm 421

with the original BLINK system, but is trained on 422

our event linking training set. 423

For all the experiments, BLINK-Entity retrieves 424

10 candidates from candidate generation, and both 425

BLINK-Event and EVELINK retrieves 100 candi- 426

dates from candidate generation. These numbers 427

are tuned on development data. 428

5.1 In-domain experiment on Wikipedia 429

In this section, we evaluate EVELINK on the 430

Wikipedia test set as the in-domain performance. 431

We report the recall of candidate generation in 432

Table 3, and the accuracy of candidate ranking 433

in Table 4. As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, 434

EVELINK outperforms baseline models by a large 435

margin, 8.96 points in Recall and 11.32 points in 436

Accuracy. EVELINK also achieves a high perfor- 437

mance on seen verbs and easy nominals, around 90 438

accuracy, but a relatively low performance on other 439

hard cases, which leaves a large space for future 440
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Models Verb Nominal Verb + Nominal
Seen Unseen Form Unseen Overall Hard Easy Overall

BLINK-Entity - 4.00 6.67 6.27 7.79 60.00 10.81 7.80
BLINK-Event - 35.14 37.39 37.06 37.45 75.00 39.77 37.97

EVELINK - 52.70 59.40 58.43 51.03 93.75 53.68 56.83

Table 5: Recall on New York Times data. Because “Nil” mentions do not have the Wikipedia title, the Recall is only
evaluated on the mentions that exist in Wikipedia.

Models Verb Nominal Verb + Nominal
Unseen Form Unseen Overall Hard Easy Overall Accu@5 Accu@1

BLINK-Entity 1.33 2.76 2.55 4.92 33.33 6.56 11.44 3.90
BLINK-Event 17.57 5.28 7.06 11.11 37.50 12.74 17.04 8.97

EVELINK 25.68 10.78 12.94 13.17 56.25 15.83 27.57 13.91

Table 6: Accuracy on New York Times data without Nil. Only event mentions that exist in Wikipedia are given.
Accu@5 means the correct title is ranked top 5. Accu@1 means the correct title is top 1.

works to further improve.441

5.2 Out-of-domain experiment on News442

In this section, we evaluate EVELINK on the NYT443

test set as the out-of-domain performance. In Table444

5, we evaluate the recall of candidate generation.445

Because “Nil” mentions do not have correct titles446

in Wikipedia, we only evaluate the the recall of447

event mentions that exist in Wikipedia. Though448

the recall of EVELINK is much higher than the449

recall of other baseline models (56.83 vs. 37.97),450

the recall drops significantly compared with the451

recall on Wikipedia test set (56.83 vs. 93.06). In452

Table 6, we only evaluate the accuracy on the event453

mentions that exist in Wikipedia, which is the same454

setting as the experiments in Wikipedia domain,455

and again the accuracy drops significantly from456

82.57 to 13.91. Even if we accept 5 predictions457

instead of just one to solve the multiple correct458

titles problem, the Accuracy@5 is 27.57, which459

is still low. Detailed error analysis is in Section460

5.3. In Table 7, we evaluate the accuracy of all the461

event mentions, including Nil. Because we do not462

have Nil examples in training data and development463

data, we simply predict all the event mentions with464

probability lower than 50 to “Nil”, and leave better465

solutions to future works.466

5.3 Analysis467

In this section, we do an analysis for our approach468

EVELINK. We wonder following questions:469

Q1: Where the gain comes from, compared470

with the BLINK system?471

We do ablation study in Table 8. Explicitly adding472

entities to the event representation boosts the per- 473

formance by 10.14 accuracy on Wikipedia test data 474

and 2.73 accuracy on NYT data. Adding entity 475

types further improves the performance by 1.18 476

accuracy on Wikipedia test data and 2.21 accuracy 477

on NYT data. 478

Q2: Error patterns of EVELINK 479

We collect several error patterns that are common 480

in both domains, and patterns that are mostly in 481

news domains. Error patterns of both domains: 482

(i): Repeating events. In the errors, we find many 483

repeating events, like award ceremonies or sports 484

games, that would happen every several years, and 485

the model usually cannot find the correct year of 486

the event if the year is not explicitly mentioned in 487

the context. For example: 488

In 1995, his debut season, Biddiscombe made two
appearances, · · · The following year he earned a
Rising Star nomination for his performance· · ·

489

In this example, the gold event is “1996 AFL 490

Rising Star”, and the prediction is “1998 AFL 491

Rising Star”, though there is a temporal hint (the 492

following year of 1995 is 1996) to indicate that the 493

correct answer should be the award in 1996. There 494

are many similar errors when linking awards or 495

games, which shows that a deeper understanding 496

of time is necessary for future works. 497

(ii): Unrelated context. EVELINK replies on 498

the surrounding entities to link the event mentions, 499

however, the context is not always related and sur- 500

rounding entities cannot help linking. For example: 501
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Models Verb Nominal Verb+Nominal
Unseen Form Unseen Nil Overall Hard Easy Nil Overall Accu@5 Accu@1

BLINK-Entity 2.7 1.15 79.85 49.51 1.23 25.00 63.04 27.77 57.26 44.04
BLINK-Event 12.16 1.61 90.85 56.94 4.53 37.50 88.59 40.63 58.45 52.84

EVELINK 16.21 3.67 91.7 58.38 7.82 50.00 86.41 41.99 59.70 54.26

Table 7: Accuracy on New York Times data with Nil. We simply predict all the mentions with a probability lower
than 50 to Nil.

Models Wiki Test NYT (no Nil) NYT

EVELINK 82.57 13.91 54.26

- type 81.39 11.70 55.96
- entities 71.25 8.97 52.84

Table 8: Ablation Study of EVELINK

Returning to his country at the end of the conflict
and another begun, Barinaga rejected an offer from
Athletic Bilbao, moving to Real Madrid instead.

502

In this example, the gold event is “World War503

II”, but the prediction is “1939–40 La Liga”. All504

the entities, like “Barinaga”, “Athletic Bilbao”505

and “Real Madrid”, are about football, which is506

unrelated to the war. To link to the correct page,507

the model needs to know the second conflict of508

Barinaga’s country, which indicates that only using509

the local context maybe not enough.510

Error patterns specific to news domain:511

(i): Subsection events. Some events do not have512

their own pages, and are only introduced in the513

subsections of other pages. For example:514
The Philippine government lifted its five - year ban
on the return of Imelda Marcos today and said the
widow of the late President Ferdinand Marcos was
free to come home from exile in the United States.

515

In this example, the return of Imelda Marcos is516

introduced in the subsection “Return from exile517

(1991–present)” of the page “Imelda Marcos”.518

However, we only use the first 2,000 characters519

of the page contents to represent the title “Imelda520

Marcos”, which has no information about the521

return from exile. A document-level representation522

may be a potential solution for future works.523

(ii): Sub-events. Some events are sub-events of524

other larger events. For example:525
Stepping in at the 11th hour, Hillary Rodham
Clinton will campaign in Florida on Saturday for
her brother, Hugh Rodham, in his bid for a United
States Senate seat.

526

This event is a sub-event of “1994 United States527

Senate election in Florida”, and this event is also 528

mentioned in the contents of the page. However, 529

the names in the local context do not overlap with 530

the names in the first paragraph of the page. 531

In this work, we discuss many challenges of the 532

task in different domains, but EVELINK cannot 533

address all of them. We leave them to future works. 534

6 Related Work 535

“Event Linking” Nothman et al. (2012) use the 536

term “event linking” to define the task that links 537

the event mention to the place it is first mentioned, 538

which is a sub-task of cross-document event coref- 539

erence. We define “event linking” by grounding 540

mentions to Wikipedia. 541

Model Architecture Humeau et al. (2019) and 542

Wu et al. (2020) use a bi-encoder architecture to 543

train the candidate generation model, and a cross- 544

encoder architecture to train the candidate ranking 545

model for entity linking. Considering the structure 546

of events that entities do not have, EVELINK ex- 547

tends their model by adding entity information to 548

the event mention representation. 549

Event Representation Vyas and Ballesteros 550

(2021) use similar methods to add entity attributes 551

to the entity representation as our method of adding 552

entities to the event representation. The difference 553

is that we also add entity type information to the 554

representation by using special tokens to indicate 555

the start and end of entities in different types. 556

Data Eirew et al. (2021) collect training data from 557

Wikipedia hyperlinks for event coreference, while 558

we use similar methods to collect data for event 559

linking. In this work, we use the FIGER type of the 560

title to find event titles, while Eirew et al. (2021) 561

use the Wikipedia infobox. 562

7 Conclusion 563

In this work, we formulate Event Linking, a chal- 564

lenging but essential task, with a carefully designed 565

Wikipedia dataset and NYT test set, and propose 566

an event linking model EVELINK for future works. 567
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